To FAI International Skydiving Commission

ASIANIA Annual Report 2020

The ASIANIA Parachute Federation was unable to hold the "ASIANIA Outdoor & Indoor Skydiving Competitions" that it planned for 2020 this year due to a global pandemic.

In addition, most member countries (Federations) have also canceled or postponed their national competitions and skydiving activities. This will be a tough time not only for ASIANIA, but for everyone around the world.

Although it is not possible to proceed with competitions and activities, we are continuing to consult with member countries in order to be able to hold the competition when the pandemic is over.

In addition, we continue to encourage inactive members (federations) to reactivate, and especially advise non-FAI member countries (federations) to join membership.

1. Events

ASFC and KPA continue to carry out skydiving activities while complying with the coronavirus quarantine rules, and held domestic outdoor and indoor skydiving competitions.

China
Outdoor Competition: 16 to 25 November in Anyang
FS, CF AL, Style and CP
Indoor Competition: 14 to 18 December in Chongqing
FS-2way & 4way, ISF, ID

Korea (Republic)
Indoor Event: 13 June in Yongin
FS-2way & 4way, ISF, ID
Outdoor Boogie Event: 30 to 31 October at KPA DZ
Fun Jumping
2. Trainings

a. ASFC conducted its first tandem instructor training by ASFC's own, successfully qualifying four instructors.

b. KPA conducted CP training twice.

c. Arab country teams resumed training in October and November.
   - Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, UAE

d. Royal Thai Navy, Airforce, Army and Police team back to training.

This is the approximate activities of the ASIANIA Parachute Federation and its members in 2020. We sincerely hope that the vaccine will be spread (released) quickly and we can go back to normal soon.

Best Regards

Chang IL Choi
ASIANIA Secretary General